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Abstract. Telepresence has become a main focus of research fuelled by
the technological advancements in virtual reality hardware. In this paper
we approach telepresence as a collection of sensory modalities and identify what the current state of the art allows with respect to user devices,
robotic hardware and the mapping from one to the other.
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Introduction

The idea of one day being able to control a physical body over long distances
with the possibility of simultaneously enhancing the capabilities of our body,
has captured the imagination of researchers since as early as 1980 [1, 2] and even
that of the public with films like Surrogates [3]. In essence, telepresence is the
teleportation of your sense of presence [4] to a different location than your physical body; with your presence being contained within either an inanimate or an
animate body. Moreover, recent advances in commercially available Virtual Reality (VR) hardware provide an ideal technological platform for the development
of such a telepresence system.
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Fig. 1. System Diagram of a Telepresence System
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This paper deals with the design of such a system. We are developing a
telepresence application that is adaptable to the functionality of multiple VR
hardware setups on the user side, as well as being able to control a wide variety
of robots. Figure 1 shows the system diagram of the telepresence application
with two principal components: the Client Application and the Robot Server.
Our aim for the telepresence system is not only to achieve a high level of
immersion by combining multiple sensory input modalities and output modalities but also provide this experience with minimum lag and with a minimum
training requirement for the user. In our paper we take a human-centric view
of telepresence and for each sensory and output modality present in the human
body we ask the following:
1. Which methods are technologically available to record or apply the modality
to the human body
2. Which analogues exist within robotic hardware, if any
3. What sensory mapping is required from robot to client and vice versa to
retain the experience of being a robot whilst allowing for natural user interaction and control
Following the practical considerations outlined for each modality in the following section, we describe the current state of our system followed by our vision
for its future development.
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2.1

Components of a Telepresence System
Vision

Vision is one of the most important sensory input modalities in the human body
and thus places stringent requirements on the quality of the visual apparatus
used in VR applications. The main consideration for comfortable use is the frame
rate. Low frame rates in VR result in discomfort and motion sickness as vision
and head motion become decoupled at frame rates below at minimum 40 frames
per second (FPS) with the recommended frame rate being 90fps [5]. Furthermore
the field of view (FOV) of vision is also an important component that significantly impacts user immersion [6]. Peak stereo immersion for the human eyes is
at around 120◦ horizontal FOV and 135◦ vertical FOV.
The analogue to vision in robots is cameras. However different robot systems have different camera arrangements, camera types (RGB/Depth/RGBD),
framerates and often times multiple cameras per robot. Therefore in mapping
the visual input of the robot to that of a human, the primary consideration, as
with the user application, is that the frame rate must not fall below the 25fps
threshold. The second consideration is that of camera arrangement.
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In the case of stereo cameras with an adjustable vergence such as those in
the iCub robot [7], one can map these cameras directly to the left and right eye
as long as the vergence of the cameras is soft controlled to keep the object in
the middle of the camera FOV, in focus, independent of distance.
Conversely if vergence control for stereo cameras is not possible or in the
case of arbitrary RGB camera arrangements, the best immersion is achieved
via stitching all the cameras together and providing this image to both eyes
simultaneously. In this case it is important to equalise the colour responses of
the cameras to provide a unified experience of all the camera inputs. This approach however removes any depth perception but provides better immersion
when stereo cameras with vergence control are not available. Furthermore, by
taking into consideration the respective translation, orientation and scaling of
all cameras with respect to the head joint of the robot, one can present a scaled,
stitched image to the user that is at the correct scale. Applying the correct scaling in turn provides a substitute mode of depth perception through previous
experiences. The disadvantage of scaling images to correspond with user experience however, is that the user’s field of view could be sparsely filled which
reduces immersion.
Finally in the case of Depth or RGBD cameras, the best approach is to
visualise the point cloud to scale within the user application providing the best
possible perception of depth. This can however be computationally expensive so
care must be taken not to drastically affect the frame rate.
2.2

Audition

Audition is another one of the primary senses. This can be stimulated by stereo
headphones and the design of its experience has 2 factors: continuity and lag.
Intermittent audio results in a loss of immersion but even worse is the presence
of lag with respect to the visual input. The human brain allows up to 150ms of
lag for audio with respect to vision but can only tolerate a lag of 30ms for vision
with respect to audio. [8, 9] Thus care must be taken in designing the throughput
lag of the two systems.
On the robot side, similar to vision, a robot can also have multiple microphone inputs rather than a more simple binaural input. Thus in order to provide the complete range of auditory inputs to the user, one needs to also get
the translation and orientation of the microphones with respect to the head and
then compute the binaural equivalent of the spatialised auditory input.
2.3

Gustation and Olfaction

In the user space there is research being undertaken for the emulation of olfaction
and gustation however with the exception of a single consumer device for a
limited olfactory sense [10] the availability and usability of these devices is still
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poor. This turns out not to be an issue because the state of the technology for
robots is also very far off and while specialised devices exist for olfaction [11,
12] and gustation [13, 14], their adoption in humanoid robots is virtually nonexistent. Furthermore the impact of these senses on telepresence immersion is of
yet unknown.
2.4

Somatosensation

Somatosensation is the last of the primary senses and just like gustation and
olfaction, the artificial stimulation of touch is still an emerging technology with
available commercial products using vibrating motors [15–17] to replicate the
sensation of touch. These products are however limited in their resolution and
coverage, thus the second generation tactile simulation products [18, 19] are using micro-fluidics to overcome this limitation and provide a much higher tactile
resolution, possibly allowing for the sensation of texture, as well as higher body
coverage.
The importance of somatosensation as an input modality cannot be overstated in the pursuit of high levels of immersion and minimal user training.
This is because together with vision, studies regarding the rubber hand illusion
[20, 21] and the Pinocchio illusion [22] have shown that vision and touch combined, significantly accelerate the construction of and adaptation to different
body schemas [23, 24]. We hypothesize that this accelerated learning means that
users can more naturally control their synthetic body.
On the robot side, somatosensation is oftenly overlooked with very few commercial systems providing a significant level of coverage with the exception of
iCub and ... There is however a shift towards providing increased somatosensory
coverage in robots such as Pepper[25] and Nao [26].
2.5

Thermoception

Keeping on the subject of the skin, thermoception is an essential sense for human
survival because the operation of our bodies is only viable within a restricted
range of temperatures. This is however different in the case of robots which
can withstand a larger temperature range and is thus an example of surpassing
our physical limitations with the use of synthetic avatars. Its importance for
telepresence has not yet been demonstrated and thus is possibly low. That being
said, most of the companies investigating the use of micro-fluidics for second
generation somatosensation are also investigating its use for thermoception with
individual micro-fluidic circuits being able to heat up or cool down. [18, 19]
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Proprioception

Compared with most other sensory modalities, proprioception is an interoceptive rather than an exteroceptive sense. This means that the feeling is contained
within the body and cannot therefore be externally emulated. Thus in the user
space this sense can only be replicated through technologies such as hand tracking in order to preserve the mapping learnt for hand-eye coordination. This is
another crucial piece of the immersion puzzle, as without the preservation of
hand-eye coordination, the experience feels unnatural and quickly discourages
the user. This is evident from the incredible jump in immersion available with
the latest generation VR devices that allow for hand control which preserves the
visual-proprioceptive loop.
Conservation of this sense between the user and the robot space is however
complex because of three principal factors. These are: different body scales,
different joint configurations and improper visual scaling between the robot and
the user.
2.7

Force Perception

Complementary to proprioception, the perception of force or force feedback is
another aspect that ties in with proprioception and somatosensation. Consider
a user that only has somatosensory feedback from the robot. In the presence
of an obstacle, the robot’s hand stops however that of the user is still free thus
breaking the visual-proprioceptive loop. Thus the perception of force is also very
important for a highly immersive telepresence application. Solutions for applying force-feedback in the user space resort to the use of actuated exoskeletons
[27] with varying degrees of complexity.
On the other hand, force perception within the robot space can be acquired
via the motor torque readings at the various joints after multiplying with the
respective robot link lengths.
2.8

Equilibrioception

This sense, much like proprioception, is also interoceptive and thus difficult to
trick without moving the whole body. Different solutions for the user space exist
[28–30] but none of which allow for a standing experience except for the one
being currently developed by HaptX [19] which is akin to a hoisted exoskeleton.
Equilibrioception in the robot space is provided via a gyroscope and accelerometer which indicate the current orientation of the robot with respect to
gravity. This sense is present in all robots however its usefulness for telepresence
is low except in the case of the teleoperation of bipedal robots.
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Nociception

Starting from the robot space, the sensation of pain can be engineered by assigning different failure modes of the robot to localised sensations of pain. In
the user space, pain cannot be simulated because it is another interoceptive
sense and furthermore some may argue that the simulation of pain is unethical.
However, setting aside the ethical implications, low levels of nociception would
provide the user with a means of adapting behaviour to limitations arising due
to malfunctions within the robot’s body.
This could be especially crucial in the case of sensitive telepresence scenarios
where a malfunctioning robot is inaccessible and thus a replacement is either
impossible such as the case of a robot within a hazardous environment or outside
of the time frame of a time sensitive operation such as search and rescue.

2.10

Motor Control

Motor control in the case of telepresence looks at maintaining the visual-proprioceptive
loop between the robot and the user and thus is concerned with the same hardware as proprioception in both the user and robot space . The key consideration
here is the lag between user movement and the visual feedback of that movement,
which can break immersion, if above as little as 30ms. [31]

2.11

Speech

Speech is easy to replicate by streaming microphone input in the user space to
a speaker in the robot space. The main consideration here, much like auditory
input, is continuity and lag. Furthermore it has been shown that listening to
an echo of yourself talking results in an unnatural feeling [32] and thus speech
needs to be cancelled out from auditory input [33] in the robot space as is the
case with most video conferencing applications.

2.12

Emotions

Emotions are something we can also replicate within the robot space by using
colours, sounds or affective faces that allow for the expression of emotion. In
the user space, one could either follow the route of Facebook Spaces [34] which
assigns combinations of buttons on VR controllers to different emotions or something more involved like reading emotive states from EEG signals [35]. The latter
would allow for a more natural expression of emotion by the user as the button
combination route is more difficult to learn. However, much like gustation and
olfaction the impact of this modality on immersion is yet unclear.
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Approach

In the previous section we have laid out most of the theoretical framework required to build a wholly immersive telepresence application and in this section we
will describe our approach and the results we have achieved so far in developing
this application.
Client Application Starting with the Client Application, in our approach we
make use of the Unity 3D game engine [36] around which we design our user
experience. This game engine was chosen because of its versatility in being cross
compiled to multiple operating system platforms. As well as for the presence
of the Virtual Reality ToolKit (VRTK) [37] addon which allows the client VR
application to be run with multiple hardware setups like Oculus Rift, HTC Vive
as well as Android Daydream (formerly Cardboard). This allows us to cater the
available sensory modalities based on the type of hardware being used. We’ve also
created a C# Yarp [38] plugin for Unity 3D which is used as the communication
layer.
Robot Server On the server side we are developing a universal driver in Python
that is capable of interfacing with a variety of robots through the same set
of functions allowing for research into the effect of robot morphology on the
immersion of the user. Furthermore due to Yarp being an open protocol we
employ the use of a VPN to protect sensory transmissions over the internet.
2.14

Results

So far of the 10 sensory modalities and 3 output modalities mentioned in Section
2 we have implemented vision, audition, proprioception + motor control, speech
and emotion for the Pepper robot and soon for the iCub robot as well.
While we do not have a setup to measure and validate the lag in the different
modalities of our application, we do have some preliminary user feedback for the
current state of the system. The lag of audition with respect to vision is such
that it is comfortable to watch a video via the telepresence application. As such
it must be between the -30 and +150ms range. Furthermore the lag between
head movement and its visual feedback has been shown to be very responsive.
This responsiveness however starts to decrease as locomotion and arm control
are added to the mix requiring better implementation and tuning of our motor
control system. In the case of speech, the lag in transmission is currently small
but has a noticeable echo.
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3

Unresolved Questions and Future Work

The implementation in its current state makes use of a mainstream VR setup
based on the Oculus Rift Consumer Edition with Touch Controllers [39]. This
will be the topic of future work on the client side as we expand our VR hardware
setup to include further sensory modalities. Some of the most important items
requiring future work are:
1. Developing methods for conserving user hand-eye coordination in the robot
2. Augmenting the current user VR setup with somatosensensation and forcefeedback
3. Exploring the mapping of robot somatosensation to that of the user and how
this affects immersion
4. Assessing the importance of emotion for telepresence
5. Investigating the difference robot morphology has on the user experience
6. Conducting user studies to analyse the immersion of the full telepresence
system and how different sensory modality sets affect the overall experience

4

Conclusion

In summary, this paper has reviewed the current state of the art in virtual reality
devices for the user space, the analogous devices that currently exist in the robot
space and has also explored the mapping of one to the other with the aim of
high levels of immersion and natural use. Furthermore we have outlined our
initial approach and results in the pursuit of putting the theory into action and
identified areas which require further theoretical and practical research.
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